Perryfields Primary School
‘Growing and Learning Together’
Testimonials
Since September 2020, here are some comments parents have made about our school.
‘Thank you for your detailed response - much appreciated. I'm confident that you and your team will respond
accordingly during these unprecedented times - once again all the best.’
‘Thank you for your reply and I have now read the letter on the website. I understand this is no easy position to be
in and must be very difficult to follow all guidelines and keep us up to date.’
‘Thank you for taking the time to respond over a weekend and thank you for implementing the new measures that
you have. Unfortunately I know the efforts required to support during Covid-19 far too well.’
‘Thank you for keeping us up-to-date via website and text.’
‘Thanks for the speedy response, really appreciate it.’
‘I am always first to email when things are not going right – but I also want to be the person that emails
when you are doing everything right!!’
‘Firstly, thank you so very much for the detailed feedback. It is really wonderful to hear about how he is getting
on.’
‘I have been completely blown away by my childs reading. It feels like he has just started this overnight! The first
time he read his school book all on his own, I almost cried. He is learning & practising reading all the time now.
Even though I’ve been doing lots of EYFS type activities since he was teeny tiny, it’s still so surprising that he’s
suddenly just picked all this up so quickly.’
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‘Many thanks again for everything. I try to follow all the bits you guys tell me regarding the shapes, numbers, etc.
My child is quite happy to learn right now, I really hope he retains this attitude throughout his school career. I had
no support with regards to school when I was a child & I’m trying very hard to ensure he has a better relationship
with education so he can not only thrive, but just be happy with it all.’
‘By the way, I have been speaking to my mummy friends, all across different schools, and none of their schools
are as prepared as you guys! They're struggling with ink for their printers & whatnot, just to try to get some
activities for their kids. Most of them don't have as many online tools as we do & no one thought to send home
activity books in case of school closures. So a big well done and thank you to you all for being so well prepared!’
‘I think your response and efforts have been superb in this hugely unpredictable, fast changing situation. Your
efforts on Monday night in what must have been a very stressful situation are much appreciated. The operational
response of the staff ensuring all children whether in school, at home or vulnerable receive quality teaching and
support is also great to see.’
‘I would like to say a massive thank you to you all for the wonderful care and support you have all shown towards
my children. I can't imagine the stress and extra work it has taken this week to not only provide high level
education to the children in school but then also providing distance learning too. We as parents have felt
reassured that the children are in a safe environment and still able to catch up with the school work they have
recently lost out on. Thank you all so much for your hard work. We all think you’re doing an amazing job.’
‘Just want to say a huge thank you for the online sessions today. You did a great job and I am feeling more
positive towards home-schooling because of this! Well done to you. It must be so odd teaching this way but you
smashed it.’
‘I just wanted to say a Massive thank you to sorting kids out with online learning and in school. It’s very hard time
for everyone but you are doing really well for the kids. For all this a massive and a big thank you. Much
appreciated.’
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